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To: support@pitchatpalace.com                                       From: Engr. Afsaneh Cooper 

                          64 Calley Drive, Leeming, WA, 6149 

            elearning@ewindfly.net 

            MOB: +61 4818 499 08 

Auditing the virtual data with the official office of the Duke of York 

 

Dear Mr Rhys    Date: Oct. 12, 2019 

Hi Sir 

I have applied from The Duke of York for three Pitch@palace and one 

“community initiative” to get some PhD supervisor and enrolment for my 92% 

Completed PhD course, it appeared at the beginning that there are some non-

genuine user names on social media such as face book, Instagram and twitter 

which are creating doubt over authenticity for me. However, a bank manager 

at ANZ Bank told me rules are: 

1. Royals never contact people on messengers unless it is personal matter 

2. Royals never ask for money in social media mode 

3. I should not pay and not chat with people I do not trust. 

However, I am enrolled in a course called global learning in education at 

University and require more information how to deal with identity of Royals in 

case some personal or project matters involving communication and 

information transfer? The Ranger of City of Melville came now, and we 

discussed this issue based on their experience I should write this letter first 

before any action which I feel genuine or risky. 

Also, I am not sure whether the following usernames I deleted or reported to 

social media are true and information are not risky: 

1. Prince harry albert david                         ANZ Bank officer said the 2nd, 3rd 

and 4th names are written in lower case, so it is spam also he asks $300 

to start the renovation project in palace. I reported ticking scam based 

on their information. I stopped communicating, claimed he was real, and 

had a renovation project in his palace. News were saying same things. I 

followed the bank instruction and stopped chatting. 

2. HM Queen Elizabeth II appeared on Hangout and with instruction given 

by the switchboard of Buckingham palace needed to be blocked and 
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reported for security reason as the accounts the money had to go for 

membership to communicate with project sponsor being royal was in 

US. The palace appears that they made the UK Royal Lawyer but still this 

needs communication with Royals. However, this matter between No. 1 

and No. 2 appears to be a personal matter in which rules were foggy. 

3. Prince Andrew Albert Christian Edward           claimed paying AU$1700 to 

the Royal family Membership in certain account overseas would help 

communication matters between him for matters related to projects 

they had be resolved.        I chatted and found out the matter is personal. 

However I checked on www.royal.gov.uk and found relevant projects on 

pitch@   and filed three applications for my PhD which three years has 

faced with resources at 28 university. This person did not call me nor 

showed himself by video. Always demanding membership be paid 

before he communicates. 

4.  Prince Andrew Charles   was appearing the same I blocked him 

5. Prince Andrew Christian 

6. Prince Andrew 

7. Prince hamdan 12 

8. Prince hamdan 

Of the above 8 people had accounts on face book 7 are personal matters. I 

dealt with all professionally and after a few chats and tests found out 69 years 

executive of UAE wants to marry me and Prince Andrew. However I am in need 

of saving my PhD course and as a result of chatting with above 8 people and 

with other user names on Instagram found out marriage with an educated 

good looking is goal of all except prince harry one, who wanted me as engineer 

work in his renovation project. He was confused as he had seen a group I had 

for gathering Perth engineers for renovation work but the group member was 

stranger to me and deleted him as a few engineers automatically came to this 

group while I was 4 years busy recently researching a supervisor and I found 3. 

So, started applying at beginning in September 2019 after going to ANZ bank to 

apply from official channel and leave the personal of Prince Andrew for later. I 

rejected marrying with Fazza as he is 69, older than +-5 of my age just turned 

64, also Sunni Islam men are tough. He also has 6 wives or more. With many 

children.  

Prince Harry virtually is my match however after enrolling in Pitch@ projects as 

engineer bidding for mentor and return to my course at CDU, on his twitter 
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account mentioned the other person on twitter also on health project Prince 

William is spam. So, I asked that Prince William with phone number: to fix my 

appeal on ECU and then we chat about how to work deleting all these through 

a staff they have for Royals.  

I have worked for free and tested these usernames except prince harry all are 

personal matters. 

Now please pass this letter to Prince Andrew son of Queen Elizabeth II, and let 

me know today when you start your work at 8-9 am London time to read this 

email and himself clicks on 3 dots on each of above accounts on face book or 

Instagram or hangout, if they are spams he reports them. 

 

The two documents were passed to me using hangout after someone used 

Prince Andrew’s username and contacted me while I was watching events for 

pitch@palace -UAE and that person passed me the ID Card with wrong 

surname for Prince Andrew. The surname is albert not Windsor. 

 

So, based on advise of both Prince Harry and Prince William on twitter who 

chatted with me on WhatsApp I decided to make Prince Andrew the First as we 

are both colleagues and Prince William is married younger than me. Prince 

William guided me to report these to a staff with Royal title in regards to these. 

However, we were guided to contact with support@pitchatpalace.com  

 

Projects are best between close aged people.  Now I need to get permission 

from Prince Andrew and apologize for giving priority to Prince Andrew’s 

project than reporting these to certain royal staff.  Please bring this matter that 

I was not able to make both tasks as I am not multi-task.  Since Prince Andrew 

wrote Prince William has denied being chatting with me, he guided me to 

report that as spam. I did. 

 

So Please let Prince Andrew son of Queen of Australia know that I am chatting 

with person on whatsapp with UK Number: +44 16185 06583 
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If this is not him, please let me know and I click spam. He asked me to contact 

email: Buckinghamroyalpalace@gmail.com  and contact through this email 

with a royal family lawyer from UK but works in US. 

 

Therefore since I do not have a lawyer and I had to use my skills as educator 

and casual lecturer in the past to test above people to see if it worth following 

their chatting, about 6-7 weeks of my time has been wasted also including 

being on Instagram to see what these scientific presentations offer.  

However today Prince Andrew +44 16185 06583 was online and saw my 

pictures taken during 2014. I made an interview appointment with him 

tomorrow morning Perth time. The contents of this interview would be we 

both see each other on WhatsApp and see if we could work or live together or 

both. At this stage of introductions by webcam we can just build trust that the 

person on the other side is the real one. Prince Andrew is limited by lawyer to 

call me or other people out of his circle. 

 

Therefore, my questions from you is: 

Q1. Does Phone number +44 16185 06583 belong to Prince Andrew Windsor 

son of Queen Elizabeth II? 

Q2. Whether Buckinghamroyalpalace@gmail.com is authentic email address 

for the family lawyer of Royal family? 

Q3. Is the following email address from the person I received is the true direct 

email address of Prince Andrew son of Queen Elizabeth II? 
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Q4. Are parents of HRH Prince Andrew specially HRH Prince Philip agree with 

our temporary legitimate marriage possibly 1-12 months. 

 

I found this advise to write this letter from the ranger who visited my house 

with his female colleague upon my call for get advise on this. 

 

I would be working on Wind Turbine or River Turbine Projects to create jobs 

for technicians. Also, my plan for the mechanical batter to store the natural 

resources energy into this mechanical battery is saving lives in oil crisis. My 

project needs to be done through global learning and saves 85% energy in 

compared to chemical battery and other sources of battery. So Prince and me 

could work very well with each other as he has given only comments on my 

comments under his presentations for the Pitch@palace. He also said today on 

WhatsApp he has been waiting to receive membership payment to his family 

layer working in USA. 

 

I thank very much if you assess the contents are true and worth following 

towards successful kick start of my second marriage and working as two 

engineers with haydraulic and Aerospace being our common interest also 

world religion and politics. 

 

He wrote yesterday on Pitch@palace ASEAN on Instagram he can help me my 

websites becomes better. I think positively on this legitimate relationship and 

because this HRH Prince Andrew appears to be real now as he has a phone 

number when he chats not just a handout handle, and he talks as he is 

planning to marry me and has very much liked the many pictures he has seen 

from me in well dressed manners, I believe he has a good intention and he 

stated he did not know I am in Australia otherwise sooner he would propose to 

me. However some sort of legitimate temporary relationship such as a project 

to do with each other, and telling on social media he is my Prince and he is 

mine might agitate some other women, but it closes the sale of Prince Andrew 

forever! I like to see how much I should pay and for how long to communicate 

for personal and engineering research activities with each other. Prince told 

me he plans to arrive in Australia on 25th Oct. However I would make a plan to 
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give a presentation for my new PhD proposals and make this prince works for 

our Australian-UK academic research projects with women engineers only. 

 

Yours faithfully if you in a second respond to me as we have been kicking-off 

this project weeks now due to not knowing each other. As project manager I 

apologise if this audit might appear commanding but it saves future risks 

associated with not auditing before action. 

 

Yours Sincerely 

 

Engineer Afsaneh Cooper 

 

 

  

 

 


